, for every aC 0 and t€R . This theorem is an extension of a "c t & some previous results (see [8] , [9] ) » it has arisen from the concern to characterize restrictions of spectral operators on invariant subspaces (or operators which dilate in spectral operators) by a map replacing the spectral representation. It is easy to see that © is a well defined linear map. Then, we denote by S the range of ® and by y an arbitrary element of X .
3(57
For every y6 3£ , we have :
©^({y}) = {yCX^^ ; ©y = y) .
We define a function (D :
for every y$ ? ; let us prove that 03 is a norm on 2 . Let p€ C be non-zero, y^S and A(py) = {py ; y€©~ ({y}) ; then we show that ©~ ({py}) = A(py). In- Applying l) and 2) we get
Therefore cp is an isometric isomorphism of 3£ into i .
We define a projection P of 3£ onto cp( 3b ) , by Py = cp(y ) for every y^X . Applying 3) and 2). we get o)(
, for any y€ S . Hence, P can be extended by continuity to a continuous projection of X onto cp ( X ) , that will be denoted by the same symbol.
Let now T € R ; then for every y-C X we put
where we denote s + T = a ; z^ = y^ ^ for o^ T and ^ -b= 0 , for O^CT<T , with b€0 .
We see easily that T^. is a well defined linear map of X into X .
Let us prove that also it is continuous.
For every y^ $ , denoting A(-r, y) = {^6 3E (R+X a ) ;^l = y ( Thus, for every T € R"'" , T^. can be extended by continuity to an element of e( i) , that will be denoted by the same symbol. Then, we see easily that
PT^cp(x) = cp(T x) , for any x6X . i.e. for every a € G we get 7) (i)(V^ y) < K^ o)(y) , for any y^X . Hence, V can be extended by continuity to an element of B(f ) that will be denoted by V , for every a€Q. , we see that 1° and 3° are equivalent. s "c a s "c ,a
Now chosing a = 1 in 2° , and using PT cp(x) = cp(T x) for f6 R , x^X (see (ii)), we get 1°.
Conversely, taking into account of (ii) and writting 1° with U x instead of x , for a 60, we get 2° .
At last, we show (vi). Let a C R , and 6^(2, as in the assumption, also let n^N and y6 3£ a then, we write : b€G .
Denoting by A(o,@,n,y)= the set of all element v so defined, we see that :
Then, we have : (1) U^ = I ,
^z '^z ' is a Banach space), such that TU = U T , for any f6^{ and U ~T , (see [8] and [9] ).
If ^{ is an admissible topologic algebra with the topology of Michael algebra, then the property (3) of U is replaced by its continuity. is the unilateral shift (see [2] ) . e 19
